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A world divided into progress and devastation. The link between the two sides - Offshore and Inland -
is a rigorous and painstaking system called The Process. Everyone in Inland has a chance to go
through The Process to live a better life in Offshore. But only 3% make it through. A thriller set in a
world sharply divided between progress and devastation, where people are given the chance to
make it to the "better side" but only 3% of the candidates succeed. I was uncertain whether to watch
this TV series or not. I kept looking at the IMDb rating and thought to myself, "Well, 7.6, must be OK,
nothing extraordinary." But then I started having a suspect, "Why are all these TV shows about
superheroes rated so high from 8.5 to 9.2? That's odd because encouraged by the high rating, I have
tried watching all of them but got bored after 5 minutes."

The thing is I have understood that the majority of people are not too keen to put too much thoughts
into what they are watching, but rather interested in pure entertainment. Amazing special effects,
great acting, and even interesting stories but personally I like to watch shows that leave me
something and keeps me thinking.

"3%" does just that. Every moment of the show results in an original outcome. It kept me wondering
all the time what I would do if I were in one of those situations, and the answers I came up with in my
mind were never what I was expecting but always surprised me (with some exceptions, of course,
like when Michelle betrays Bruna). The audience has to put a lot of thoughts in why a situation
evolved that way and I understand most of the people do not like to do that exercise.

Of course the show has its plot holes, but who cares. Ultimately, it is not about the future, science
fiction, or the story line, but rather about questioning some cardinal points of our worldwide
societies.

The TV show made me continuously wonder whether I was leaning towards the Cause or the
Offshore and I flipped my position many times. After all, I well think this must be the ultimate goal of
the show, remark that the line between what's right and wrong is very blurry and ideologies may
generally have noble intentions but fail along the process. Really nice to see the huge evolution from
first to second season. The history is more deep now and the characters are more complex.
Congratulations! The third season needs to keep this ball rolling and increasing the quality.
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